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Abstract: Feeding of rooster sires with sprouted grain significantly increases their productivity. A new acoustic cavitation method of 

intensification of grain sprouting process is offered. In water sound waves are created. When passing sound waves in water in a 

vakuummetric phase liquid is broken off with formation of cavitational cavities. These cavities collapse in a manometrical phase of a sound 

wave. Influence of the collapsing cavitational cavities causes a stress of biological object, its fast awakening and the accelerated 

development. At the same time there is a heating and decrease in viscosity of liquid substances, increase of speed of chemical, physical, 

biological processes. Massage action from a collapse on membranes of cages strengthens diffusion and a metabolism through membranes 

and in cages. Dynamic impulses kill pathogenic microorganisms, and without chemical reagents and at low temperatures (200 – 300), that is 

without destruction of protein and mechanical damages etc. 

 Wheat seeds were treated in the passive zone of a vortex cavitator. This resulted in germinating ability increase on the third day 

from 43% to 88%, or in germination time reduction from three to one day along with the quality level comparable with the control lots. 

Germination ability of vortex cavitator-treated seeds at all modes, except for t=500, exceeds the germination ability of control lots 

sprouted with a traditional method.  

Excess germination ability of the treated seeds in relation to the control lots is 200%, thus assuming a twofold feed quality 

improvement. 

Germination ability of vortex cavitator-treated seeds after the first sprouting day is comparable with the control lot germination on 

the third day. This gives the possibility to reduce technological process time up to one day with the existing quality level.  

 Irrigation of seeds treated in a vortex cavitator with water from the active cavitator zone increases germinating ability up to 97%, 

or reduces process time from three days to six hours providing the quality comparable with the original process.  

In this method of processing some ways of impact on biological object are combined: soaking, thermal influence, vibration, 

cavitational, diffusive, etc. All seeds processed on a cavitator have the raised development indicators in relation to seeds of control party 

including on viability, energy of germination, this grain positively influences efficiency of roosters. 
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Introduction 
The forage and the feeding make the most part of 

expenses in poultry keeping production. That’s why a lot of 

attention in present time is  paid to the elaboration of new 

technological norms and feeding regimes, methods of forage 

preparation which would permit to increase the poultry productivity 

and at the same time to reduce the forage and financial expenses. 

The optimum of daily feeding norms of sprouted grain for the 

rearing flocks and aged poultry of egg crosses are determined. 

These norms for the rooster sires did not exist before and now they 

permit to improve economic parameters in poultry keeping 

production. 

One of the most perspective measures for the solution of 

technological problems in feeding is the grain sprouting and grain 

feeding to the rooster sires. It makes for the poultry reproductive 

capacity and for the increase of safe keeping of its livestock 

population. By using the grain sprouting the quantity of fertilized 

eggs increases in 3-5%, the hatchability - in 5-10%. The sperm 

quality improves considerably. It follows from the proceedings 

which were published. 

By sprouting the chemical properties are changed 

considerably: the starch is hydrolyzed to dextrins and maltose, the 

proteins are separated to amino acids and  amides, the fats - to 

glycerin and fatty acids. The concentration of free sugars in the 

grain increases by  10%, the volume of lysine – by 28%, of 

methionine with cystine – by 17%. The volume of B vitamins, E 

vitamins and carotinoids increases in dozens of times. The nutrients 

are better ingested by poultry organisme while using the sprouted 

grain. 

 

The results of research 
However the grain sprouting is quiet labor-intensive and 

long. Its durability is 3-4 days. We studied and improved. 

It’s possible to reduce the durability and the labour-

intensiveness of this process  as well as to reduce the production 

surface and the quantity of the used package by using the new 

physical principals of the influence upon seeds [1], [2], [3], for 

example of the acoustic cavitation [4]. The acoustic cavitation is the 

organization of sound waves passing through the liquid with 

established characteristics. The sound waves provides the 

alternation of the tension and vacuum in each point of the liquid. In 

vacuum phase the liquid is ruptured in the first turn in the stress 

concentrator so called germs (solid and gas microscopical 

inclusions). In the next phase – tension these ruptures (cavities) are 

collapsed. At that the cavity walls move towards each other in 

sound speed (1,5 km per second) and a high energy density is 

achieved in the collapse point. As a consequence the temperature 

achieves  60000 in this local space which size is several nanometers. 

The reflected waves appear, the wave interference from different 

sources takes place. It provides a full-length liquid deformation in 

microlevel.  At that there is a regularity in the behavior of  vacuum 

cavities.  While living they interact with each other, with envelopes; 

they drift in the space by their proper way and everything takes 

place in all the treated volume of liquid with the frequency of 3 000 

times per second. 

When all the processes influence upon seeds there is at 

first a stress of biological object, its fast awakening and the 

accelerated development. Secondly there is a heating and decrease 

in viscosity of liquid substances, increase of speed of chemical, 

physical, biological processes. Massage action from a collapse on 

membranes of cages strengthens diffusion and a metabolism 

through membranes and in cages. The liquid collapse kills 

pathogenic microorganisms, and without chemical reagents and at 

low temperatures (200 – 300), that is without destruction of protein 

and mechanical damages. 

A series of experiments in the stimulation of seed 

sprouting with using of vortex cavitator were made in NNSAA for 

further feeding of rooster sires in Linda Poultry Farm. It was done 

in order to make a practical verification of the received qualities. 

 The two-factor: matrix of influence degree and 

exposition time were made on the first phase of experiments. As 

while sound wave passing and the cavities collapsing the 

concomitant process of temperature increase of all the liquid 

volume and of seeds takes place the temperature may be a measure 

of interaction degree while making the treatment. The researches 

were done in temperature of  24, 30, 40 and 50 grades (Schedule 1). 
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Schedule 1 – Germination ability of wheat in different regimes and 

durability of cavitation treatment  

First day 

Control - 6 

Temperature 0,5h 1h 1,5h 2h 2,5h 3h 3,5h 

                1                                                      2  3     4  5     6  7     8 

240   26 24 19 33 32 24 

300 21 54 9 25 16 34   

400 20 46 17 51 33 36   

500 4 2 6 4 8 0 0 

Second day 

Control - 43 

Temperature 0,5h 1h 1,5h 2h 2,5h 3h 3,5h 

240   45 59 50 53 67 51 

300 48 61 51 52 54 60   

                 1    2  3    4  5     6  7     8 

400 40 63 39 54 71 51   

500 21 7 8 8 9 14 5 

Third day        

Control - 43 

Temperature 0,5h 1h 1,5h 2h 2,5h 3h 3,5h 

240   79 76 88 88 80 88 

300 74 85 84 84 80 79   

400 83 83 70 74 78 91   

500 58 80 30 27 16 20 13 

 

 The result of researches shows that there is an extremum 

in treatment durability argument in each temperature regime. In low 

temperature 240 it corresponds a long treatment and in high 

temperature 500 the best germination ability regime corresponds to 

the little treatment durability (Fig.1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. The dependence of wheat germination ability (%) on the 

treatment durability (hours) in the vortex cavitator for the hot 

regimes 240 and 500. 

The germination ability increases with the increase of 

treatment durability in low temperature regime. At that case the 

quantifiable value of the influence increases.  

There is an excessive random of  the variation energy in 

high temperature regime (300, 400) in grand expositions. In this case 

most likely it drives to mechanical, fatigue, immune informational 

and other destruction in the biological system though the received 

result is more than the control which 43%. 

A similar result was received while solving other 

problems, such as intensification of seed sprouting and further 

development of wheat and barley [4], [5]. 

The increase of influence intensity till the temperature of 

500 stimulates more the seed awakens but the saturation point 

comes in lesser treatment durability 60 minutes. However the 

maximal result has a lesser value (Fig.2) in comparison with other 

regimes. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The dependence of maximal wheat germination ability (%) 

in the vortex cavitator on the hot regimes of 240, 300, 400, 500. 

 

The increase of exposition more than in 60 minutes results 

to the sum of hot and vibration influence exceeds the threshold 

level. In that case the depression and oppression of vital functions 

of awakened seed begin. 

A practical conclusion of received results is so that the 

germination ability in the third day in all the expositions in 

temperature regimes 240 - 400  exceeds the germination ability in the 

inspection lot and in maximums it exceeds  in more than two times 

as much. In this case the quantity and the quality of forages increase 

no less than half as much again. 

While making the analysis of the germination ability in 

the first day the fact that attracts attention is so that there are 

treatment regimes in which the germination ability exceeds the 

control germination ability on the third day: when the treatment 

temperature is 300 and durability is 60 minutes the germination 

ability is 54%. This circumstance presumes that the acceleration of 

sprouted grain forage production is possible. 

Besides a supplement source for seed germination ability 

increase and plant development acceleration is discovered. It’s a 

characteristics changement of water, which was treated in vortex 

cavitator. An additional series of experiments in which the water 

treated in the cavitator had been used for the further irrigation were 

made to establish the influence of this fact upon the seed 

germination ability. 

In this case the seed lots were treated in cavitator during 

one and two hours in temperature regimes of 270, 330, 430 

(Schedule 2), 

 

Schedule 2 – The dependence of water degree treatment (grade) on 

the germination ability (%) of the vortex cavitator treated wheat 

seeds. 

Germination time period (hours), water temperature 270.  

Seed treatment durability (hours)  0 3 6 9 12 

1 12 15 46 63 93 

2 21 25 51 72 97 

Germination durability (hours), water temperature 330.  

Seed treatment durability (hours) 0 3 6 9 12 

1 8 13 67 72 92 

2 12 20 46 69 91 

Germination durability (hours), water temperature 430. 

Seed treatment durability (hours) 0 3 6 9 12 

1 18 25 35 71 94 

2 15 23 51 79 92 

 

and after the cavitator treatment the seed were sprouted with 

irrigation with cavitator’s water in the sаme regimes. The 

germination ability were fixed every three hours. 

 It was established on the basis of the experiments that: 

- a part of seeds 12-20 % germinates in sprouts of ; 1-2 

mm being yet in the cavitator; 

- in 12 hours of sprouting the germination ability achieves 

the certified value of  92 -97% of seeds. It’s  6 – 8 as much 

productive as if it was made by standard sprouting technologies 

(Fig.3); 
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Fig.3. The speed of wheat seed germination ability increase (%) 

depending on sprouting durability for the water treatment degree in 

270.  

 

- the germination ability of studied seeds achieves  51 – 

67 % in  6 hours of sprouting which exceeds the germination ability 

in the third day of the current technologies in Linda Poultry Farm. 

That’s why it’s enough to sprout it with cavitator in 6 hours instead 

of  3 – 4 days to achieve a commensurable figure in the quality of 

forages from sprouted wheat. It decreases not only the time period 

but also the labour-intensiveness of sprouting and it decreases the 

cost of received production. 

The seed vortex cavitator treatment is high-performance 

method of the intensification of seed awakens and the further 

development of plants. It activates bioactive substances. This 

method combines several ways of influence upon a biological 

object: irrigation, hot influence, vibrative, cavitaional, diffusional 

influences etc. All the cavitator treated seeds have an exceeded 

index of development in comparison with the control lot seeds 

including index in germination ability, sprouting energy. This grain 

influences in positive upon the rooster productivity. 

 

Conclusions. 

1. The germination ability and the forage feeding power of 

the grains treated in the vortex cavitator in all the regimes 

besides t=500 increases. 

2. The activity parameters of treated seeds in comparison 

with the germination ability of control lots achieve 200%. 

It presumes the increase of grain feeding power no less 

than half as much. 

3. The germination ability and the feeding power of vortex 

cavitator treated seeds after the first day is comparable 

with the germination ability of control lots of grains in the 

third day which makes possible to decrease the time 

period of technological process till one day saving the 

present quality level. 

4. The irrigation of vortex cavitator treated seeds with water 

from active zone of the cavitator increases even more till 

97% the germination ability and the feeding power of the 

seeds or it decreases the time period from three days to 

six hours in comparable with initial techonological 

process quality. 
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